
Solid basis for our sweetness.
Indaco SpA,  among the finest Companies in Con-
fectionery market, has been started up in 1999 by 
the family Cola in a plant established in 1979 whe-
re the popular Italian candies Charms and Sanagola 
were produced.

Research: our engine for growth
The Company is characterized by a constant 
growth since its birth. 
The secrets of its success are the extreme pro-
fessionalism, modern laboratory for R&D, severe 
quality control systems to guarantee hygiene and 
highest health standards.

Certified Quality
Indaco SpA has already been certified for the 
following quality systems:
- HAACP
- ISO 9001:2008
- IFS
- BRC-Global Standard for Food Safety
- ISO 14000:2004
- Dietetic  Products Certification also possible 
production under kosher procedures

Large assortment and extensive distribution 
network
The Indaco’s plant, located in industrial area of 
Caivano (Naples),  covers 15000 mq. 

It is made of 7 production lines and 7 packaging 
lines with 50 employees. 
Machineries and technologies allow the manufactu-
re of several different products:
- Chewing-gum dragees
- Hard boiled candies with and without filling
- Gummy and Jelly candies
- Tablets, coated products and pralines.

The products are known as:
- Col-fresh, Zip, Chokos, La Valle, Cafelitos and 
Nocciolitos 
- our own brands;
- Yoga for fruit flavoured 
- brand under license.

The extensive distribution network guarantees a 
wide presence of all products throughout Italy. 
The Export department operates in more than 40 
countries.

Flexibility to meet any demand
Thanks to technologies, know-how and flexibility, 
Indaco can be the right partner for Industries and  
Retailers  for private label projects.
We can guarantee full support in terms of mar-
keting suggestions and product customization; 
everything even for small quantities.
 



CHEWING GUM

Box 24 gr | Boxes x display 20
Display x carton 12
Cartons x pallet 54 

IG02197

IG02196

IG02195

IG02198



CHEWING GUM
Jar 50 gr | Jars x display 8
Display x carton 6
Cartons x pallet 75

IG02200

IG02201

IG02199

IG02202



CHEWING GUM

Stick 14 gr | Stick x display 30
Display x carton 20
Cartons x pallet 80

IG02206

IG02203

IG02204

IG02205



CHEWING GUM


